Charlie to the Rescue
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Once there was a curlew called
Charlie.
Have you ever seen a bird with
such a long beak and such long
legs?
Charlie lived high up on the
moors where you can see for
miles in every direction.

Charlie was searching for his
breakfast.
He had eaten two crunchy beetles and
one tasty spider. Now he was looking
for a juicy caterpillar.
He stepped through the twiggy
heather until his beady eye spied just
what he was looking for. With his
long beak he carefully picked up a
green, wriggly caterpillar.
The caterpillar slid down his throat in
one wriggly piece. “Mmm, delicious”
he thought to himself.

Then he heard a wriggling sound coming from the ground. He sank his beak deep into the
soft, black soil. “It’s down here somewhere” he thought. “There it is… got it!” Charlie
carefully pulled his beak out of the soil.
He pulled… and pulled …. until suddenly…POP! There at the end of his long beak was a
shiny, blue beetle. GULP! Charlie swallowed the beetle whole. Yummy!

Charlie looked around at the moorland that had been his home since he was a fluffy
chick in the nest. Just then he felt something tapping at his leg.

Charlie looked down and saw his
friends, the voles.
“Charlie, Charlie, please help us” they
squeaked. “Please come quickly”.
“Whatever is the matter?” said Charlie.
The voles scampered around Charlie’s
feet, jumping up and down and
squeaking all at once.
“It’s Molly, she’s stuck, she can’t get
out, please help Charlie, please help.”
“Oh dear” said Charlie. “You had better
show me where she is”.
“Oh thank you Charlie, this way, follow
us” squeaked the voles and off they
ran.

Charlie unfolded his large wings and took off into the air. He glided slowly over the moor
following the voles. Under and over the heather they ran like runners in a race. They
hadn’t gone very far when the voles suddenly disappeared into a ditch beside a path.
Charlie landed on the path. He could see straight away what the problem was.

There in the ditch was a glass bottle and inside the bottle was Molly. She was trapped.
The glass was so smooth and slippery she couldn’t climb out. The voles all squeaked at
once. “Can you help Charlie? We need your long beak to pull her out”.
“OK, stand back everyone, leave this to me” said Charlie. “We’ll have Molly out of here in
no time”.

Charlie poked his long beak into the bottle and gently took hold of Molly’s fur. Slowly
and carefully he pulled. It was going to be a tight squeeze. The voles held their breath
and watched. Charlie pulled… and he pulled … and he pulled … until…

Pop!

Molly popped out of the bottle like a cork. She popped out so quickly that Charlie fell
right over backwards and all the voles giggled.

Molly was very happy to be free at last. Her
mum licked her all over and her brothers and
sisters all crowded round to hug her.
The voles were thrilled. They jumped up and
down and did somersaults.
“Thank you, Charlie” they squeaked. “You
rescued little Molly. Hurrah for Charlie!”
Then the voles all chanted together….

“Charlie is a curlew, tall and sleek
He has long legs and a very long beak
Into a bottle he put his beak
To rescue our Molly, squeak, squeak, squeak!”
“It was nothing” said Charlie modestly.
“I was glad to help” and he preened his ruffled
feathers and put them back into place.

Then Charlie said “Take care voles, see you later” and once more he took off. This time he flew
high up into the sky. The moorland stretched out beneath him like a purple carpet as far as he
could see. Charlie whistled for his curlew friends. He couldn’t wait to tell them all about his
important rescue mission.
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